
Session 5
Responsiveness

Be Responsive
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Use Invitations
to Create 

Responsiveness
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Use a clear call to action.

http://dustincurtis.com/images/twitter/green_spill.jpg
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Opening Invitations

tour invitation. gmail

tour invitation. yahoo.com

Use new visits to promote new 

features.

Caution: Don’t use as a 

bandaid for a bad UX.

Rewards as Invitations

Recycle blank areas for 

promoting your features.

dog-ear invitation. login.yahoo.com

blank-slate invitation. backpackit

fill-in-the-blanks invitation. netflix
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Invitational Prompts

delicious.com

facebook.com
Use questions or commands to 

prompt for input.

Keep the visuals simple

Inviting Interaction
hover invitation. y!movies

Aid discoverability with 

hover invitations.

tooltip, hover & cursor invitation. flickr.com

hover & tool invitation. backpackit
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Inviting Interaction

meebo bar

Continuous Invitations

drag invitation. google mapsdrag invitation. google maps

drop invitation. google mapsMind your moments.
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Bridge new interaction styles 

with familiar idioms.button. the gap

hyperlink. backpackit

drop down arrow. flickr

drop down arrow. flickr

Familiarity in Invitations

Call to Action Invitations

anti-pattern. no clear action. bing.com
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Call to Action Invitations

Use a clear call to action.

Mobile Invitations
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Content as an Invitation

Use Transitions/
Animations

to Create 
Responsiveness
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Always question “why” 

when using transitions.

anti-pattern. needless fanfare. macintosh turbo tax

again in slow-motion...

Anti-Pattern

Needless

Fanfare

Needless Fanfare
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Imagine an animation knob. Dial 

in animation carefully.

anti-pattern. needless fanfare. nasa.gov

Unnecessary Animations
Anti-Pattern

Needless

Fanfare

anti-pattern. needless fanfare. roost.com

anti-pattern. needless fanfare. pbs.org

anti-pattern. needless fanfare. roost.com
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anti-pattern. animation gone wild. behr paint

Occam: What can be done with less 

is done in vain with more.

Tufte: Smallest Effective 

Difference. Make all visual 

distinctions as subtle as possible, but 

still clear and effective.

Unnecessary Animations

Anti-Pattern

Needless

Fanfare

Use the “cut it in-half” 

rule of thumb. 

current. no animation on drop. my yahoo!

original. animation on drop. my yahoo!
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Animation must reinforce 

the interaction.

Reinforcement by Animation

Animation Can Be Good
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Animation Can Enhance

Animation Can...
Reveal relationships

Improve responsiveness

Show state change

Focus attention

Create delight

Simulate physicality
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Be Lively
to

Be Responsive

experiment on home page

dedicated area
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live feedback. fidelity

Feedback Loop

live feedback. omio

Create a tight feedback 

loop with the user.

Narrow toward a goal rather 

than distract from it. 

live suggest. google (early version) live suggest. yahoo search

Narrow to a Goal
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live preview. volkswagen car configurator

live suggest. apple search

Use Previews

Use live previews.

Lively Forms

live forms. yahoo! small business

Prevent errors beforehand 

with live forms.

live forms. google account creation
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Lively Forms

Reduce user effort by 

autocompleting correctly.

auto complete. kayak

Interactivity
farecast.com

yahoo! finance
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Performance is Not Always a Given

We had to perform magic to 

get our Webkit core to do this 

one transition - “accelerated 

compositing”

For Entry Price Point devices 

we have to turn off animation 

progressively

Break
(30 minutes)
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